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The Planning Advisory Board is no longer recom-
mending a one-year moratorium – or pause – on new
construction along a 1.3-mile section of Gulf Shore
Boulevard North.

The board has shifted gears, focusing on less intru-
sive ways to shape the area’s future as it recovers and
rebuilds from Hurricane Ian.

Pummeled by Ian, the hard-hit stretch of road in
Naples faces a crossroads.

For decades, the patchwork of low- and mid-rise
buildings has evoked small-town charm. They’ve of-
fered glimpses of the glistening Gulf of Mexico – and
beautiful sunsets – on the west side, with views of surf
and sand between them.

There are fears that could be wiped out by redevel-
opment, sped up by Ian’s wrath.

How did the advisory board shift its course?

Last month, the Planning Advisory Board voted to
recommend that City Council consider the temporary
moratorium to allow the city time to come up with a
comprehensive plan to guide the storm- and time-
worn area’s evolution.

Upon hearing the recommendation, Council asked
for a formal proposal. 

The advisory board has since changed its mind. 

Building moratorium going away
Board drops recommendation for
strip of Naples’ Gulf Shore Blvd.

Laura Layden
Naples Daily News
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Construction on Tamiami Trail in the city of Naples
has the attention of many of you including readers
Tom Kwiatkowski and Geoff� Gibson.

“What’s happening on Highway 41, just north of
Northern Trust?” TK asked.

“What is being constructed on the west side of 41,
just south of the Marriott Residence Inn?” Double G
buzzed in. “Big lot that has been empty for years.”

Indeed, the spot they’re referring to, wedged be-
tween two hotels, is one of the last larger undevel-
oped U.S. 41 city parcels left north of downtown.

“That big sloth of grass that’s been there since I
moved to Naples 25 years ago is fi�nally going to have
something on it,” said Stephen Hruby, chairman of
the Design Review Board that backed a 48,641-
square-footer for the site.

The 4067 Ninth St. N. site where Rooms to Go is rising between two hotels is one of the last remaining
larger parcels within the city of Naples north of downtown. PHIL FERNANDEZ/NAPLES DAILY NEWS

9th St. Rooms To Go
properties to merge
Cindy Crawford-infl�uenced biz to build new store on US 41 land

In the Know
Phil Fernandez 

Naples Daily News
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The iconic Ritz-Carlton, Naples will welcome back
visitors this summer.

Shuttered since Hurricane Ian, the hard-hit resort
on Vanderbilt Beach has announced a reopening
date.

It won’t open in time for Fourth of July, but within
days of it. The date of its return: July 6.

With its reopening, the resort will debut more than
a few changes. And it’s hiring again, after laying off�
nearly 600 workers. 

The coastal property was in the midst of a multi-
million-dollar renovation when Ian hit in September,
forcing an unexpected closure and triggering hun-
dreds of layoff�s. 

With 474 rooms and suites, the resort promises to
be bigger and better, as it ushers in a new chapter.

Upgrades include the new Vanderbilt Tower, with
an expansive new club lounge and more than 70
club-level guest rooms. 

Off�ered in locations around the world, the club-
level experience includes a dedicated concierge and
exclusive access to the club lounge, “where daily culi-
nary presentations highlight the quintessential fl�a-
vors and traditions of the destination.” It comes with
more luxury, and a higher rate.

All of the local resort’s rooms and suites have been
extensively redesigned, giving them a fresh look and 

Ritz-Carlton,
Naples to reopen
this summer

The Ritz-Carlton, Naples plans to welcome back
visitors this summer. RENDERING PROVIDED

See RITZ, Page 6A

Iconic hotel, shuttered by Ian,
already hiring hundreds

Laura Layden
Naples Daily News

USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA

Lovers Key is No. 6 in Top 10 
list of best hidden beaches 
LOCAL & STATE, 3A


